
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Door ways
Considerations when moving through door ways

For more information, please visit www.omnitub.co.uk or call 01934 751 200

DOOR WAY ACCESS

We have designed our bath tubs so that they are easy to get through most door ways.

The standard width of a door way in the United Kingdom is 720 to 750 mm. It is important to reference all door way points 
where the bath tub will need to go through in order to ensure that it easily is transported through without causing any 
damage to the product and your location.

Where most of our bath tubs are bigger than 720 to 750 mm in width, you must turn the bath tub on its side which means the 
bath tubs width will become 625 mm giving you plenty of playing room to transport your tub through the door way(s).

By standard, we would recommend that your door way must be a minimum of 630 mm. If your door way is less than 630 mm, 
you will need to do the following:

- Extend your door ways width to allow enough room to transport your bath tub through (this can incur costs at  
 your own expense
- Find another way to transport your bath tub through to its designated location where the access widths are more 
 than 630 mm

If you are unable to achieve access widths of more than 630 mm, then the bath tub will not go through.

All of our bath tubs can fit through any door way providing it is a minimum of 630 mm in width by turning the bath tub on 
its side making the bath tubs width 625 mm.

HOW TO GET YOUR BATH TUB 
THROUGH A DOOR WAY

1. Due to the fibreglass texture on the exterior 
 of the bath tub, it is essential that you wear 
 protective gloves to ensure that you do not 
 get any fibre splinters or cuts onto your  
 hands.
2. Measure the internal door frame and take 
 note of the measurement. If the door way is 
 a minimum of 630 mm, then all of our 
 standard bath tubs will fit through. If it is  
 less than 630 mm, the bath tubs will not fit 
 through.
3. Place a protective material (such as bubble 
 wrap) over the polished side and flanges) to  
 ensure that you do not scratch or damage  
 the bath tub when transporting.
4. Turn the bath tub on its side which will  
 make the width of the bath tub 625 mm.

All of our bath tubs should be transported and lifted 
using two people.

EXAMPLE INTERNAL
DOOR

EXAMPLE DOOR WITH
BATH TUB ON ITS SIDE

Your door way and access will be different from our example diagram
shown above.

The bath tub shown
below is an example
but the principal follows
suit across all of our tubs.


